Join Veronica Royal for 5 days of prayer, individualized instruction, and lectures.

Learn to write/paint an icon according to the ancient techniques using contemporary mediums of gouache and acrylic.

The curriculum includes:
» Prayer
» Lectures on Iconography
» Drawing in the Byzantine style
» Icon painting using acrylic

July 26 – 30, 2021
St. Mary’s Catholic Church
55 Catoonah Street
Ridgefield, CT 06877

Contact Roula Lee at roulazlee@yahoo.com

Icon will be Our Lady Undoer of Knots

“...I think it is promising that we are today witnessing a rebirth of Christian art... reconnecting with the art of the icon, of a Christian art that endures in the great norms of the iconological art of the past but that also extends to today’s experiences and vision.”

– Benedict XVI

royaliconstudio.com